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Abstract 

Window cleaning makes the structure's design glass free from residue and soil. The 
customary method for cleaning office windows can't be connected to skyscraper windows 
with immense areas of glass. Cleaning the windows from outside requires extraordinary 
devices in going up and it's extremely risky. The Window cleaner proposed is an unmanned 
gadget which would be constrained by utilizing a microcontroller. This gadget would be 
more secure contrasted with customary strategies for window cleaning if there should be an 
occurrence of high glass structures that expands hazard in loss of human life. Structure of the 
proposed gadget comprises of a triangular casing and uses suction cup put together bond 
strategy to stick with respect to the glass surface. The development of the edge over the glass 
is finished by utilizing unique apparatus. The edge comprises of a mechanized cleaner which 
is controlled by engines and pre-customized microcontrollers. The robotized cleaner moves 
vertical way inside the casing utilizing the strung shaft.  

Introduction 

There exists expanding interest for the improvement of different administration types of gear 
to alleviate individuals from perilous employments and review of high pipes and dividers. 
Window washing and cleaning makes the structure's structural glass free from residue and 
soil. The conventional method for cleaning office windows can't be connected to high rise 
windows with tremendous segments of glass. The reason is since windows are very out of 
reach. Cleaning the windows from outside requires extraordinary instruments in going up and 
it's extremely risky. This paper depends on a climbing framework meant to clean glasses of 
tall structures, utilizing suction cups for holding fast to the glass. The thought is to 
manufacture a little window climbing robot with suction cups which can move independently 
along the outside surface of window with a moderately adequate region and interim clean and 
wash it. Generally cleaning of structure/house windows is usually done physically by 
cleaners or specific faculty. In spite of the fact that the window cleaning is simple from inside 
the room it isn't that simple all things considered. Cleaning of wide windows on tall and 
multi-story structures issignificantly increasingly repetitive and extremely risky system. It 
needs either raising machines for manual cleaning or enormous, substantial and extravagant 
programmed cleaning machines. As an outcome windows ordinarily stay messy or dusty 
structure outside which may impede the room inhabitant's view[1]–[7]. Rather our cleaning 
machine can be appended to the outside surface of a room window. The machine will execute 
and achieve the errand of window cleaning consequently.  

System Architecture 
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A glass window ornament cleaning machine is intended to clean the surface of glass mass of 
elevated structures. It comprises of a triangular metallic edge on which the slider is joined 
with nylon rollers. A Cleaning drum alongside brushes is fixed to the slider. It is fixed so that 
a large portion of the distance across of the drum juts outside the casing. Such an game plan 
of the drum does not enable the edge to contact the glass divider keeping from any harm 
striking the glass. A strung shaft is given to give vertical development to the slider. The nylon 
rollers help the vertical development of the slider over the edge. The pole is coupled to an AC 
engine which turns the pole at 60 cycles for each moment utilizing a Lovejoy coupling. The 
cleaning drum is coupled to wiper engine which turns the drum at 50 cycles every moment. 
The cleaning drum is secured utilizing a sheet metal packaging which is affixed to the slider. 
The packaging is fitted with 8 spouts out of which 5 spouts shower unadulterated water and 3 
spouts shower cleanser water. The supply of unadulterated water should be possible by 
siphoning it from an outer source and the supply of cleanser water is finished by utilizing a 
siphon which is joined to a different tank attached at the base of the casing. Unadulterated 
water is showered through the 5 spouts on the glass divider. Staying 3 spouts splash cleanser 
water on to the brushes to guarantee effective cleaning. A wiper is bolted to the packaging 
which is incited by a DC engine, constrained by the microcontroller. The reed switch is fixed 
to the edge and two magnets are set at proper positions on the slider. As the slider approaches 
the upper/lower farthest point of the strung shaft, the reed switch gets activated by the 
nearness of the attractive field. This will send a sign to the microcontroller which switches 
the heading of the slider. Cleaning of the surface is done in two passes. In the main pass the 
slider moves from base to the top of the strung shaft. As of now the spouts splash the cleanser 
water arrangement and cleaning brush turns all through the pass. This guarantees in the even 
utilization of the cleanser arrangement on the glass surface. In the second pass the slider 
moves from top to the base of the strung shaft[8], [9]. The spouts shower unadulterated water 
all through the pass. Wiper is activated on to the surface utilizing an engine with the end goal 
that the water is cleared off in this pass. Toward the part of the arrangement wiper comes 
back to its underlying position. The machine is of hanging type which can be raised or 
brought down by utilizing pulley system. The machine is made to hang in such a way that 
solitary the brushes interact with glass which is conceivable by utilizing the gear. As the 
machine climbs there are chances for the brushes not to contact the surface glass divider 
because of wind or because of stature of structure, to ensure the brushes contact the glass 
divider two suction cups are given on the highest point of the casing which makes contact 
between the brushes and the glass divider there by aiding in appropriate cleaning. The suction 
cups are pushed forward towards the glass by a DC engine and the following is finished by 
another engine with the help of wedges. The small scale switch confines the development of 
the suction cups with the end goal that when the suction cups contact the glass divider, the 
switch gets impelled and sends a sign to the flip change to stop the suction cup development. 
Two elastic wheels are given at the base of the edge to facilitate the vertical development of 
the machine on the glass divider.  

Conclusion 

The computerized glass window ornament cleaning machine has been effectively planned 
and manufactured. The undertaking work actualizes a basic glass cleaning machine that uses 
a versatile apparatus for the movement there by decreasing the expense of climbing 
component. This machine can function admirably for structures having totally glass outside. 
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The machine development can play out its proposed capacity: the effective cleaning of glass 
surfaces. The suction cup connection framework guarantees great contact with the help 
surface, is basic and dependable. Contrasting and the customary suction cup robots, the 
suction cup in this venture does not require any locally available vacuum siphon and it has 
favorable circumstances of no commotion, little volume and weight. The generally speaking 
load of the machine is around 20kg. The cleaning procedure takes around 5 minutes to 
complete a glass window sheet. Uniform cleaning by utilizing elastic brush and ideal in-line 
water siphon convey cleanser water for expelling obstinate stains and controlled shower of 
water by utilizing microcontroller to lessen wastage of water. Cleans at quicker rate when 
contrasted with different robots. With a few adjustments the machine can likewise be utilized 
for divider painting. Besides, a soil recognizing procedure is created which identifies soil by 
estimating measure of earth on the glass. Consequences of trials utilizing the earth 
recognizing strategy demonstrate the legitimacy of the discourses. 
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